Core Values Statement: Each and Every Team Member MUST help Define who we are as a Company. As a Company, we seek Good Honest People who have a desire to succeed each and everyday, no matter how small or large the task. Working as a team, we provide our customers (internal and external) and stakeholders with outstanding service, respect and doing our part to make them successful in their journey.

The Role: Lake County, IL company is seeking an experienced Diesel Mechanic. The candidate must have experience in the repair of Heavy Equipment and Diesel trucks. A valid driver license and good driving record is required and a CDL Class B or higher is a bonus. Must be detail oriented, work well with other team members and have good communication skills. The position will be involved in all aspects of the company’s trucks, equipment and assets.

Responsibilities:
- Responsible for maintaining company core values
- Work in an environment with grinders, screening equipment, conveyors, front end loaders, dump trucks, trailers, street sweepers, and other heavy machinery
- Perform preventative maintenance & major repairs of trucks and equipment
- Hydraulics, diesel engine, welding, cutting work as required
- Troubleshooting of electrical and hydraulics
- Collaborate with fleet manager and team to diagnose problems and plan repairs
- Maintain accurate records
- Roadside Service as needed
- Overtime and after hours calls as needed
- Minimize costs through fabrication and staying ahead of catastrophic component failures
- DOT inspection preparation

Requirements:
- Ability to thrive in constantly changing chaotic environment
- Minimum 3 years experience working/repairing commercial vehicles and/or heavy equipment
- Ability to multi-task and organized
- Positive attitude, self-motivated and high energy
- Bonus for CDL Class B or higher and heavy equipment operation

Job Type:
- Full-Time

Employment is contingent upon successful background check and drug screen.